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1. ABSTRACT 
Microstructural characterization of undoped and doped 
bulk Aluminum Nitride (AlN) containing different sintering 
aids (Y2o3 , Cao and cac2) has been performed using 
Conventional Transmission Electron Microscopy (CTEM), 
Analytical Electron Microscopy (AEM), Convergent Beam 
Electron Diffraction (CBED), Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
(AES), Electron Energy Loss-Spectroscopy (EELS) and 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The distribution, 
composition and structure of second phases present in the 
various AlN substrates have been analyzed, and the 
interactions between these phases and the grain boundary 
regions are described. The influence of annealing and 
cooling rate on the undoped AlN microstructure was also 
studied. Defect structures observed in the AlN matrix have 
been chemically and structurally analyzed, revealing them 
to be inversion boundaries. Two types of inversion 
boundary defect structures were found to exist, a planar 
variant which exhibited oxygen segregation, and a curved 
variant with no oxygen segregation. Dislocations and 
stacking faults were also present in the AlN matrix. 
The bonding mechanisms ~or thin film (Au-Pt-Ti), and 
thick film (Mo-~n) metallizations on AlN substrates have 
been studied using TEM, AEM and CBED. The bonding 
mechanism in the thin film substrate is attributed to the 
forma.tion of )i reaction layer at the metal/ceramic 
1 
;I· 
• 
interface via solid state diffusion during post deposition 
heat treatment. The bonding mechanism in the thick film 
system is due mainly to a mechanical keying of the 
metallized layer into the AlN substrate. In particular, 
the microchemical and morphological nature of grain 
boundary penetration and precipitation within the AlN near 
the thick film metallization interface ha~ been examined. 
2 
• 
• 
2. INTRODUCTION 
The further miniaturization of electronic circuitry 
requires that line spacings 
;s: . / 
resulting in, higher cit'.cuit 
become progressively smaller, 
d ·t· 1,2 ens1 1es . As interconnect 
line spacing and width decrease, the drive towards improved 
substrate surface smoothness and the use of thin film 
metallization methods has increased • 
. A direct consequence of increasing the circuit density 
is greater heat production in the device/chip; it is 
neccessary to dissipate this heat to prevent damage due to 
thermal cycling. A simple effective method of heat removal 
' 
is to mount the device/chip to a high thermally conductive 
substrate. Thermal management design considerations for 
electronic packages are therefore becoming increasingly 
important. A number of new substrate materials have been 
developed all of which exhibit high thermal conductivity; 
however, they must also satisfy various other criteria3 
such as: thermal expansion coefficient closet~ that of 
',Is\ 
·, ~ silicon, ease of metallization, good electrical insulation, 
adequate mechanical properties, non-toxicity and as the 
q-
d d f h . h ·th. . l 1 eman or 1g er sw1 c 1ng speeds increase a ow 
dielectric loss. Based on consideration of these factors, 
Aluminum Nitride (AlN) has emerged as the most favorable 
candidate for the new substrate material. This new 
\. 
substrate will be used in packaging applications where high 
performance and reliability are of paramount importance. 
3 
• 
For this reason, increased research and development into 
AlN and its associated packaging science is taking place, 
and so the impetus for this work. 
The thermal conductivity of AlN has been shown to be 
highly sensitive to microstructural and microchemical 
variations. Inorder to understand the possible relation 
between microstructure and properties, a combination of 
SEM, TEM, AEM, CBED HREM and EELS has been used to 
characterize the microstructure of various AlN 
compositions. The distribution, composition and structure 
of second phases which form as a result of the addition of 
sintering aides have been analyzed. Defect structures 
observed in the AlN matrix have also been characterized 
both structurally and chemically. 
The successful use of AlN substrates in hybrid 
circuits requires that they be easily metallized. An 
\., 
understanding of the different bonding mechanisms which 
.,_,) >-
occur, as a result of t~e variety of metals and metallizingef 
proccesses used, is important in producing a metallized 
layer with good adhesion properties. Examination of the 
morphological and microchemical nature of the metal/ceramic 
interfaces has been carried out using TEM, AEM, CBED and 
AES, in an attempt to determine the adhesion mechanism. 
4 
I) 
• 
~ , .. · 
I . 
3. BACKGROUND 
3. l .° Ceramic Materials in the Electronics Industq 
Ceramic materials are extensively used in the 
4 
microelectronics industry, Table I. They have gained wide 
application in all areas of .'9he industry because as a class 
of materials, they possess a very wide range of properties: 
thermal, electrical, optical, me.chanical and dimensional. 
The most important application of ceramics in 
microelectronics is for packaging. 
Until recently Alumina (Al 2o3) has been the industries 
standard packaging material. The continual demand for 
increased performance has lead to a steady development of 
evermore complex circuit designs with faster switching 
speeds and higher circuit densities (greater number of 
components and smaller line spacing). This continual 
development has lead to the VLSI (Very Large Scale 
Intergration) technology with circuit densities> 105 and 
multilayer ceramic packages. At present, VLSI technology, 
encompassing its power output, large heat dissipation, very 
high switching speed requirements and increased thermal 
mismatch between the large number of components, has pushed 
present packaging materials to their limits. 
The technology 
densities, however, 
is available to generate higher 
what is limiting their-fJ;t:ti.E!r 
. \ 
circuit 
expansion is the packaging technology, which cannot cope 
with the increased demands. Previously the chip was 
5 
6 • 
TABLE I. APPLICATION OP CERAMICS XN MICROELECTRONICS 
Information Processing Application 
Technology 
Information Processing 
Package 
Device 
"' \ 
Information Storage 
Information Display 
Information Printing 
Information Transfer 
\' 
-11-
•.. 
Substrate 
Dielectric 
Mask 
Disk 
Tape 
Head 
.. 
Dielectric 
Seal 
Face Plate 
Ink Jet 
0 
Electroerosion 
Optical Fiber 
6 
Ceramic Materials 
Al2o3 , Bea, sic, AlN 
Si3N4 , Sio2 
Borosilicate glasses 
Iron Oxide, Ferrite 
Chrome Oxide 
Ferrites, Glass 
Al 2o3+TiC substrate 
Lead-borosilicate 
glass 
Lead-Zinc-
borosilicate glass 
Soda-Lim~ glass 
zro2 containing glass 
Ceramic-metal 
composite 
considered to be of paramount importance, and the packaging 
was a secondary thought. However, the new high speed 
devices/chips performance is directly affected, by the 
packaging, therefore, packaging is now gaining importance 
in device design. This has caused a large expansion in 
I 
research and development in packaging technology. 
Packaging materials must fulfill several criteria if 
they are to be considered for substrates. Table II, 5 
summarizes these properties. The VLSI technology, due to 
its high circuit densities, generates severe heat 
dissipation problems. Similarly, small devices such as 
laser diodes, qenerate considerable heat which must be 
dissipated to prevent devic~ failure. Dissipation of the 
heat reduces the problems associated with thermal cycling. 
Thermal management has become the priority design 
consideration followed by switching speed, these two 
properties being governed by thermal conductivity and 
dielectric constant respectively. The research in 
packaging materials. has concentrated primarily on these two 
properties, increasing the thermal conductivity and 
decreasing the dielectric constant. A third property, 
th~rmal expansion, is also being worked on to reduce the 
thermal stress/mismatch at the interface between the device 
and substrate. A simple effective way to dissipate the 
heat from face-up mounted devices is through the rear of 
the device via a high thermally conductive substrate. This 
'7 
--
·' 
' 
' . 
TABLE II. IMPORTANT ~ERIAL PROPERTIES FOR PACKAGING 
APPLICATIONS 
1. High Thezmal Conductivity 
2. High Electrical Insulating Capacity 
3. Thermal Expansion Close to that of Silicon 
4. Low Dielectric Constant and Loss 
5. High Mechanical Strength 
6. Ease in Cutting and Polishing 
7. High ~tability and Non-Toxicity 
8. Low Cost 
{). 
8 
1 
• 4 , • .• 
\, 
dissipation method is applicable to single or multilayer 
substrate packaging technology. At present, IBM uses the 
flip-chip mounting process for its VLSI circuitry. To 
remove the heat, they use a Thermal Control Module (TCM) 2 , 
in which spring loaded aluminum pistons press against the 
chip to extract the heat. The module is cooled by water 
and N2 • 0 This method of heat dissipation is expensive and 
complex compared to simple heat extraction via the 
substrate. 
A large portion of packaging research has concentrated 
upon development of new substrate materials which fulfill 
the necessary criteria listed in Table II. 
3.2. New Substrate Materials 
A wide range of ceramic materials are available with 
h . h th 1 d t' 't' T bl III, 6 th 1g erma con uc 1v1 1es, a e compares ese 
with the best metallic thermal conductors. The other 
criteria necessary for packaging substrate materials limits 
the possible number of cpoices from ·eight (thermal 
conductivity> 200Wm-lK-1) to three, AlN, sic and BeO, 
Table rv, 11315122124126 compares the overall 
properties; physical, electrical and thermal, of these new 
substrate materials to alumina. The physical properties of 
~the new substrate materials are all very similar, and 
adequate for packaging purposes. The three most favorable 
materials each possess one major weakness preventing it 
from being the ideal substrate material. sic exhibits the 
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES FOR 
NONMETALLIC SOLIDS 
Nonmetallic Crystal 
I / • ' 
Diamond 
Boron Nitride BN 
Silicon Carbide sic 
Beryllia BeO 
Boron Phosphide BP 
Aluminum Nitride AlN 
Beryllium Sulphide Bes 
Boron Arsanide BAs 
·silicon Si 
Gallium Nitride GaN 
Aluminum Phosphide AlP 
Gallium Phosphide GaP 
Aluminum Arsanide AlAs 
Indium Phosphide InP 
Silver Ag 
Copper Cu 
Thermal Conductivity 
at 300K, High Purity, 
Single Crystal, (W/mK) 
Comments 
10 
2000 
760 
490 
370 
350 
319 
300 
210 
156 
130 
130 
100 
98 
70 
20-30 
419 
385 
Expensive 
Expensive 
Semiconductor 
Toxic 
Thermally unstable 
Oxidation 
Toxic 
Poor Insulator 
• 
Semiconductor 
Poor a 
Poor a 
Poor a 
Metallic 
Metallic 
·, 
. 
.. 
.. 
·· .... 
• 1 
.. ,,, ~\ ' .. 
> 
~ 
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TABLE IV. PROPERTIES OF NEW GENERATION SUBSTRATE MATERIALS 
PROPERTIES SUBSTRATE MATERIALS 
PHYSICAL 
Crystal structure 
Density (gcm-3) 
Melting Point (oC) 
Youngs Modulus (x10 3 -2 Kgmm ) 
Bend Strength (Kgmm-2) 
Hardness,- Knoop 
THERMAL 
AlN 
3.26 
2400 
30-31 
30-50 
1200 
-1 -1 A Thermal Conductivity (Wm K ) 319 
Thermal Expansion ( 10-60c-1 ) * ,.-· 2. 7-4. 5 
Debye Temperature (K) 
ELECTRICAL 
Electrical Resistivity ( cm)A 
Dielectric Constant @lMHz 
Dielectric Loss @lMHz (xl0-4 ) 
Dielectric Strength -1 (KVmm ) 
,1· ~-
,') 950 
8.8 
8 
14-17 
BeO 
2.9 
2530 
30-35 
17-25 
1000 
370 
6-8 
1280 
\'- ) 
6.5 
2 
10-14 
* a of Si 2-4 xlo-60c-1 , all data R.T-5oo 0 c 
+ Data for 96-99% Al2o3 , • Data @2s 0 c 
11 ( 
\. 
Sic 
3.~ 3.9 
'2700 2030 
38 30-38 
45-50 25-30 
. . 
2000 2000 
490 2·0-30 
3.7-5 6.5-8 
1080 350 
5 
40 8.5 
500 3-4 
0.07 10 
u 
I 
\ 
• 
,_. .... 
highest thermal conductivity values of the three materials 
but'behaves as a semiconductor, its electrical properties 
are poor and limit the switching speed of the device. The 
switching speed refers to the maximum speed at which 
signals can travel and is related to the dielectric 
constant of the material by the equatiorf: 
td = ([yJ:] X 1)/c 
~ 
td switching time, i: dielectric constant, 
1 signal path length, c velocity of light 
sic is suited for devices in which very high heat output is 
encountered and switching speeds are of secondary 
importantance. BeO shows no major weaknesses in its 
material properties. It would be an ideal substrate 
material if it were~ndt for its highly toxic nature, which 
causes severe processing restrictions. Similarly, AlN 
exhibits no serious weaknesses in its material properties. 
Its electrical properties are the same as alumina and its 
thermal properties are considerably better. However, AlN 
suffers from one major is highly reactive in 
\ air at room temperature, reactin~with water vapor and/or \ 
oxygen, forming a surface layer of\alumina -lOnm thick 
(equates to -l-2wt% oxygen in a 2µm particle) 7 . The 
alumina forms a protective oxide layer preventing further 
oxidation. S1ack8 , showed that the presence of dxygen in 
the AlN structure was highly detrimental to the thernial 
12 
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conductivity. Unlike Sic and BeO, AlN oxidation problem is 
not an intrinsic ,material property, it can be alleviated by 
careful control of processing conditions maintaining high 
thermal conductivity. 
Therefore, AlN has emerged as the most favorable new 
substrate material for reliable state of the art devices, 
even though it does have one of the lower thermal 
conductivity values. However, this is an order of 
magnitude greater than the present industries standard 
Al 2o3 • Another branch under investigation are composite 
substrate materials in which 3-D networks of two different 
components are present, eg. component A with a high thermal 
conductivity and B with a low dielectric constant. This 
research is aimed at producing substrates with both low 
dielectric and high thermal conductivity values. 
Further, an important consideration from an economic 
point of view for the microelectronics industry is the 
lower cost of switching their production facilities from 
Al2o3 to AlN rather than BeO or sic. · 
3.3. Thermal Conductivity of Nonmetallic Solids 
The thermal conductivity of a material is governed by 
thc,frequency with which the heat transport mechanism 
encounters a scattering mechanism or site which disrupts 
the heat flow. In nonmetallic solids the heat transport 
mechanism is by phonons. A phonon is a quanta of 
/''~ 
/ 
vibrational energy generated by the atoms oscillating 
13 
around their atomic sites within the lattice, due to 
thermal energy. The propagation of phonons through the 
lattice transfers the heat9 . 
If the system is a perfect periodic structure at 
thermal equilibrium, ~then all the atomic displacements are 
the same. Thus, ~11 phorions possess the same wavelength, 
amplitude and frequency and can be represented by a set of 
standing waves. This condition minimizes phonon 
interactions and can be described by perfect harmonic 
atomic vibrations. This is an idealized situation, since 
real crystals are non-perfect periodic structures. In real 
crystals, interaction between phonons and defects will 
occur, thereby upsetting the normal modes. The harmonic 
nature of the wave will be destroyed, peing replaced with 
'I 
an anharmonic wave. The greater the degree of 
anharmonicity present, the lower the thermal conductivity, 
since maximum heat conduction is obtained with a harmonic 
unscattered wave. 
3.3.1. Phonon Scattering Mechanisms 
The phonons transferring the heat along the crystal 
are continually being scattered by various interac~ions, 
reducing the thermal conductivity of the material. The 
materials with high thermal conductivity have a low density 
of scattering centers, as a consequence, phonons are 
scattered less frequently maximizing the heat flow. There 
are several scattering mechanisms: 
14 
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1) Phonon-phonon interactions 
• 2) Point defects (impurities, vacancies, isotopes) 
3) Scattering by boundaries and planar defects 
4) Scattering by dislocations 
The main scattering mechanism is phonon-phonon 
interactions. In a perfect crystal, the phonons 
propagating through a linear medium are harmonic. In a 
real crystal(unless at very low temperatures) the medium is 
not linear, causing a degree of anharmonicity to exist in 
the waves. There are two main types of phonon interaction, 
\ 
the firs one is known as the normal process (n-process) 
which dos ndtf~play an important role in heat conduction. 
The second phonon-phonon scattering process is, by 
far, the most important scattering mechanism overall. It 
is one in which two phonons having, large wave vectors, 
~ombine and form a new phonon with the same energy of the 
two colliding,phonons but travelling in the opposite 
direction. This represents a reduction in heat transport 
down the temperature gradient. In fact, it represents heat 
I/ 
transport up the gradient or a large thermal resistance. 
This mechanism is known as the Umklapp process (u-process). 
All other phonon scattering mechanisms are due to 
l~ttice imperfections. Since phonons are a result of 
atomic vibrations any small change in the vibrating atom 
will upset the motion of the phonon through the lattice. 
Any changes in the lattice can be considered an obstacle to 
15 
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easy phonon motion. The scattering of the phonons by 
obstacles depends upon the size of the obstacle relative to 
the phonons wavelength. At low temperatures, a greater 
number of phonons will possess longer wavelengths, so that 
they will not be scattered by the smaller obstacles, eg, 
vacancies, impurities and isotopes. This occurs because 
the phonon wavelength will be much larger than these atomic 
scale defects. However, at high temperatures, the phonon 
wavelength will decrease so that they will be scattered by 
the smaller obstacles. This variation in the phonort 
wavelength, as a function of temperature, gives rise ~o the 
I 
temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. These 
point defects: vacancies, impurities(substitutional and 
interstitial) and isotopes, scatter phonons by introducing 
mass differences and strain into the lattice, upsetting the 
harmonicity of phonons travelling close by. Point defects 
can thus dramatically affect thermal conductivity if the 
impurity concentration is fairly high, or vacancy 
clustering is occuring. The electronic nature of the 
impurity atom can alter the phonon scattering because 
differences have been observed between electrically active 
and el.ectrically neutral impurity atoms. Isotopes are not 
generally considered to be impurities since they do not 
alter the chemical nature of the material, or perturb the 
lattice. Phonon scattering from isotopes is due to the 
mass difference associated with the differerit nuclei. This. 
16 
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is especially noticeable for lighter elements since the 
mass difference is proportionally far greater than for 
heavier elements. 
The scattering of phonons by internal boundaries, 
primarily grain boundaries,~can be a limiting factor of the 
thermal conductivity depending upon which temperature 
regime the material is operating in. Other boundaries and 
I . 
planar'defects are scattering sites: twin boundaries, 
stacking faults, interphase boundaries, antiphase domain 
boundaries because all cause disruption of the crystal 
structure. Phonon scattering by dislocations occur as a 
result of the large strain field surrounding them. 
Different scattering dependences are seen with different 
dislocations; screw, edge, mobile and sessile. In most 
ceramics, this form of scattering is insignificant since 
very few dislocations are present. The presence of second 
phases, precipates, or a continuous grain boundary phase 
will generate phonon scattering. 
3.3.2. Controlling Parameters for Thermal Conductivity of 
Nonmetallic Solids 
As a result of the complex manner in which lattice 
waves can interact with all the different scattering 
processes and the variation of these processes with 
temperature, precise prediction of thermal coifnductivity 
values :ear nonmetallic materials is generally very 
~ 
difficult. A number of models exist, the model best suited 
17 
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to nonmetallic solids is that proposed by Liebfried and 
Schlomann10 and expanded by Julian11 . However, at low 
temperatures large discrepencies occur between theroretical 
and experimental data. This is a resuit of the fact that 
they only considered the three phonon interaction as 
contributing to the thermal resistance, which is not the 
dominating factor in determining the thermal conductivity 
. . 
at low temperatures. The most accurate treatment available 
for analyzing thermal conductivity data is Callaway 1 s 12 . 
Julian's model does provide guidelines for finding 
nonmetallic crystals with high thermal conductivity values, 
assuming high purity materials. 
1) Low atomic mass 
-- Z < 16 
e I I ' e 2) Strong 1nteratom1c bonding -- Covalent 
3) Simple crystal structure 
4) Low anharmonicity 
3.3.3. Thermal Conductivity of AlN 
directional bonds 
-- ·no phonon 
interactions 
Commercial polycrystalline AlN has been unable to 
match the theoretical thermal conductivity value6 3.19 
-1 -1 Wm K- , which is 80% of the value of copper. At present, 
the highest reported single crystal value at JOOK6 is 2.85 
-1 -1 13 . Wm K . The highest value reported for a substrate is 
-1 -1 2.80 Wm K • The highest thermal conductivities for 
commercially available substrates is -220 Wm-lK-1 . The 
18 
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reason for the low conductivity values is the inevitable 
presence of oxygen in the lattice. The oxygen introduces a 
mass difference in the nitrogen sublattice, causing an 
increase in the anharmonicity of the phonons. Oxygen also 
causes vacancies to form in the aluminum sublattice, 
enabling charge neutrality to be maintained: 
The presence of vacancies produces a large mass 
difference in the aluminum lattice and has a far greater 
detrimental effect on the thermal conductivity. Other 
impurities produce mass changes, but the significant effect 
is the oxygen content in governing the final thermal 
conductivity of the substrate. 
Two other problems exist in reporting thermal 
conductivity data. First, the type of measuring method can 
influence the value. Second, recently it has been shown 
that sample thickness alters the final value14 • Thermal 
conductivity values increase with increasing sample 
thickness. 
3.4. Fabrication of Aluminum Nitride 
The fabrication processes used in AlN powder and 
substrate manufacture are critical in maximizing the 
\ 
thermal conductivity. Control of the impurity content, 
particularly oxygen, during powder production directly 
effects the substrate microstructure, limiting the extent 
19 
of second phase and defect formation. 
3.4.1. Powder Synthesis 
A number of fabrication techniques are 
·1 bl 7,15,16 ava1 a e • Carbothermal reduction of alumina in the 
presence of nitrogen ·has been the primary industrial 
p.rocess. A number of vapor phase reaction processes are 
now being introduced: reaction of AlF3 with NH3 , reaction 
of AlC1 3 with NH3 and/or on (NH3) 6A!F3 , RF induction plasma 
direct nitridation of moltern· aluminum metal. The vapor 
phase reactions pro~e higher purity and finer powders 
\t than the carbotherrnal process. 
Contamination of the AlN powder can occur from a 
number of sources, for example, impurities in the aluminum 
metal, milling the AlN powder.or impurities in the reaction 
chamber. The main impurity, and worst from a thermal 
conductivity view point, is the presence of oxygen. The 
AlN powder must not come into contact with the atmosphere 
because of its affinity for oxygen/H2o and no oxygen can be 
present anywhere during the processing procedure. 
Inevitably, the purest commercially available AlN 
powders have -lwt% oxygen present as either a Al 2o3 surface 
oxide layer -5-lOnm thick, or hydroxide radicals on the 
surface. Powder can be manufactured whose particle sizes 
6 are -20nm; small powder particles increase sinterability 
I 
' i 
and densification, however, a greater volume of the powder 
particle will be alumina. A compromise must be reached to 
20 
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produce an AlN powder which is easily sintered and has a 
very low oxygen content. 
' 3.4.2. Substrate Manufacture 
Substrate fabrication uses the green sheet/ sheet 
casting/ tape casting process1117118 which has been 
successfully adapted for AlN from the industry standard 
Al2o3 . The production sequence can be seen in the flow 
~chart Fig .1. Chemical Vapor De·position (CVD) • is a new 
substr~te production process. It has certain advantages 
over -the usual tape casting process. CVD does not require 
any sintering additives. The impurity levels are vey low 
I I _·,,...,-··. I 
as a result of the very high purity starting products. The 
reaction chamber can be UHV minimizing oxygen 
contamination. Times and temperatures are much lower than 
for conventional processing techniques. A recent· thin film 
substrate manufacturing method uses N2+ ion implantation of 
aluminum sheets to form AlN19 • 
As previously stated, the starting powder is very 
critical in production of the substrate. At present, all 
AlN substrates are manufactured using a sintering additive 
which has two functions. The first is to enhance the 
sintering process by increasing densification, lowering the 
sintering temperature and decreasing sintering time by 
enhancing the diffusion via formation of liquid phases at 
the grain boundaries. The second function is to getter 
oxygen from the AlN lattice and incorporate it in~the 
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PLOW CHART POR SUBSTRATE FABRICATION J\HD METALLIZATION 
PROCESSES 
) 
AlN Powder+ Sintering Aide CaO/Y,o3 
Mixing 
Slurry 
Sheet Casting 
Laminating 
Cutting 
Binder Burn Out 
Firing 
AlN Substrate 
. l 
Metallization 
Co-fired W 
I 
Thin Film .......... Metallization - Thick Film Mo/W 
~ Ti/Pt/Au/Pd 
Cr/Ni 
Direct Bond cu Firing 
•, 
' ' 
Fig.I. Flow chart showing substrate manufacturing process 
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second phase. A large number of sintering additives have 
been tried20 • The best are the rare earth oxides, Y2o3 
being the most common. Other sintering additives in common 
C 0 21 caco3
20 d YF 22 R tl t use are a , an 3 • ecen y, a vas array 
(} 
of new sintering additives, other than oxides, have been 
.. 
tried in an attempt to increase thermal conductivity: 
aluminum borides, alkaline earth acetylides, borides, 
hydrides and nitrides, transition metal carbides, various 
alumina rare earth oxide mixes, alkaline earth cyanides, 
halides, phosphides, silicides, silicoflurides, sulphides 
and thiocyanides. None of these new sintering aides have 
bettered those of Y2o3 or Cao. 
The morphological nature of the second phase formed is 
very important in maximizing thermal conductivity. A 
continous grain boundary wetting phase, or amorphous phase, 
is very detrimental to thermal conductivity. A strong 
oxygen getter, which forms a crystalline non-wetting second 
phase, is the ideal additive because only a small amount of 
second phase will form at triple points leaving clean AlN 
grain boundaries enhancing heat flow. 
A vehicle system4 is added to the powders which 
consists of binder, solvents and plasticizer forming a 
" 
slurry which is thourghly mixed. The vehicle system plays 
a vital role in substrate manufacture and having the right 
constituents is 0 key to producing a fully dense, pore free, 
uniform substrate. The binder binds the ceramic powder 
23 " 
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together, allowing it to be tape cast, via hole punching 
and screening of metal pastes. The solvent prevents 
agglomeration of the powder, producing a homogeneous 
slurry. Also, solvent evaporation causes microporosity to 
form, allowing good adhesion between the metal and green 
sheet before sintering. The plasticizer lowers the glass 
transition, of the binder allowing the sheet to be flexible 
which helps in ease of fabrication. 
The slurry is cast onto a very smooth surface, or 
carrier film. Sheet thickness is controlled by use of a 
doctor blade. At this point, if a multilayer ceramic 
package ·were being manufactured, the via holes would be 
punched and interconnect lines would belayed down using W 
or Mo. The sheets would then be cut and laminated. 
The binder burn out takes place at a low temper~ture 
450°c and at a siow rate in an N2 atmosphere to prevent any 
damage occuring to the substrate. The final substrate 
manufacturing process is firing, which is becoming 
increasingly important. The firing atmosphere used is 
reducing to prevent any oxide formation on the substrate 
surface, in addition it aids in removal of volatile 
additives or second phases eg. Cao. The cooling time is 
important in preventing residual stresses and defects from 
being present. The firing proc~ss is critical when 
co-fired Wand multilayer packages are being manufactured, 
0 
in order to prevent distortion, mismatch and disregistry 
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between layers as a result of differential shrinkage • 
. . 
The final fired substrate microstructure· should be 
defect free with minimal second phase and as large a grain 
size as possible. A single crystal substrate would be 
ideal, but this is not available in the forseeable future. 
The surface smoothness of the substrate is becoming 
~ 
increasingly important due to decreasing line widths and 
line thicknesses which are being screened onto substrates. 
', \ 
Surface camber is critical in multilayer packages. Surface 
smoothness is related to grain size, so a compromise must 
be reached between grain size and smoothness. Machining of 
the substrate is available, but an expensive alternative. 
Advances in fabrication processes will provide the 
breakthrough of high (close to theoretical thermal 
conductivity values) thermally conducting AlN substrates 
onto the commercial market. 
3.5. Metallization 
Metallization refers to the application of a layer of 
metal onto a ceramic substrate. An easy metallization 
technique for AlN substrates is essential if they are to 
-.. 
replace Al 2o3 • A wide variety of materials and processes 
h b t . d23-25 t· . . d. f ave een rie : co- 1r1ng of w, direct bon 1ng o cu, 
fritted and fritless Ag/Pd pastes, Mo-Mn pastes, Ni pastes, 
Ru02/glass resistor pastes and molten metal metallization 
pastes containing Ag, cu, Ti and Sn have all b~en use~ for 
thick films. Co-firing of tungsten refers to the process 
25 
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in which a tungsten paste, containing an organic vehicle 
system, is applied via screen printing onto a green 
{ substrate and the two are fired simultaneously. Direct 
bonding of copper requires an oxide film to be present on 
ft 
the substrate surface. The copper paste is applied and 
fired, forming a mixed oxide. Fritted pastes not only 
contain the organic vehicle system, but also a low melting 
point glass phase which prevents high interfacial stresses 
<t 
developing due to mismatches in lattice ·;>-registry and large 
- i, :r~'I ' 1·__. •• I~ !. 
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\ 
differences in thermal expansion coefficients •. 1 It also 
aides in bonding. Fritless implies that no glass phase is. 
present. Thin films of Ti, Pt, Pd, Au, Ta2N, Nier, Mo and 
AgCu have been deposited by sputtering or evaporation. 
After a metallized layer has been applied to the substrate, 
a protective Ni cap is usually deposited on top, either by 
sputtering or electroless deposition. 
All metallization studies of AlN published3123 - 26 to 
date have been phenomenological and have evaluated the 
metallization process by adhesion testing. No significant 
attempt has been made to analyze the metal/ceramic 
interface and microscopic bonding mechanisms in thick or 
thin film configurations, in order to obtain a better 
understanding of the adhesion mechanisms, and applying this 
information to enhance the strength of the metal ceramic 
interface. A far more important effect, which has not been 
addressed, is that of heat transfer across the interface. 
"\ 
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There is little point in developing new substrate materials 
if the metallizing process produces a metal ceramic 
interface which has poor heat transfer properties. For 
example, the use of glass frits or direct bonding requiring 
oxidation of the surface causing a variety of intermediate 
JI 
metal oxides25125 to form, plus Al2o3 will not provide 
adequate heat transfer across the interface and will little 
,i,,, 
benefit the heat dissipation problems • 
\ 
~The industries standard metallization for alumina was 
Mo-Mn pastes, since alumina substrates are easily 
t 11 . d . th 27-31 1 . t me a 1ze using e Mo-Mn process . Gass m1gra es 
from the alumina into the metallizing layer, forming a 
dense metal/glass composite. For metallizing to pure 
alumina substrates, a manganese glass is added to the Mo-Mn 
paste; the manganese glass penetrates the grain boundaries 
of the substrate and also forms a glass matrix 
interpenetrating the molybdenum metallization layer27 • 
This process has been applied to AlN with success, however, 
:-1 
the presence of the glass will ·be detrimental to the 
thermal conductivity. The effect of grain boundary 
penetration on thermal conductivity will certainly depend 
upon the orientation of the boundary with respect to the 
interface. Little effect would be expected if the 
penetration were perpendicular to the interface; a larger 
effect would exist if.it were parallel to the interface. 
The standard metallization is now tending towards 
27 { 
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co-fired tungsten for a number of reasons. From an 
economic standpoint, it is cheaper than the other processes 
because only one firing cycle is ,required and tungsten has 
a 1 expansion coefficient closer to Si and AlN than 
molybd~num. However, tungsten possesses a slightly higher 
electrical resistivity than molybdenum. A new area of 
research in metallizing of AlN is substrate surface etching 
and preparation prior to metallizing. 
3.6. Experimental Techniques 
3.6.1. Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction 
CBEo32 - 36 has become a powerful technique in materials 
characterization. CBED allows a complete crystallographic 
analysis, point group, space groups and symmetry 
. 37-39 operations from a particular phase. The technique can 
be used to "finger-print'' different phases because no two 
phases produce the same 
in lattice parameter (2 
CBED pattern. 
. 4 parts in 10) 
Very small changes 
can be detected, 
allowing small strains and variations in chemical 
composition (to small for EDS) to be detected using 
CBED34140141 • Specimen thickness can be determined with 
\ 
I 
reasonable accuracy by this method. Moreover, all this 
infomation can be obtained from areas< 40nm in size. 
Certain specimen criteria must be fulfilled for the CBED 
analysis to be valid. Specimen surfaces should be 
approximately perpendicular with respect to the beam; only 
small strains can be present and low defect concentrations. 
28 
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CBED patterns artt'produced by converging the electron 
beam to a very small spot on the specimen, unlike 
conventional diffraction patterns where the specimen is 
illuminated with as close to a parallel beam as possible. 
Converging the beam produces discs in the back focal plane 
as opposed to spots in conventional diffraction patterns, 
Fig.2. The disc size is dependant upon the c2 aperture, 
accelerating voltage and convergence angle (2ac). Discs 
are indexed in exa~tly the same way as spots. The 
intensity variation within the hkl discs supplies 
information regarding crystal symmetry, thickness, lattice 
parameter, strains and other crystallographic properties. 
The formation of CBED patterns can most easily be 
understood by referring to the Ewald sphere construction, J 
Fig.2a & b. Interactions between electrons generating the 
Zero Order Laue Zone (ZOLZ) discs gives rise to the broad 
light and dark areas in these discs. Larger$scattering 
angles causes the Higher Order Laue Zones (HOLZ) to be 
observed. The number of HOLZ rings seen is dependant upon 
the zone, lattice spacing, material and the angular view in 
the back focal plane of the microscope. Elastic scatter of 
electrons at exact Bragg in the HOLZ produce bright excess 
lines in the HOLZ. Associated with each excess line is a 
dark defect line which lies in the ooo ZOLZ disc. It is 
this HOLZ interaction which enables the very accurate 
lattice parameter and strain measurement' to be made using 
29 
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Ewald sphere construction indicating formation of 
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the defect lines in·, the ooo disc. The HOLZ rings enable 
the third axis to be calculated. Overlying the pattern are 
kikuchi lines, which are important in crystallographic 
analyses, Fig.3. 
Cooling the specimen using liquid nitrogen minimizes 
the thetmal scattering of the incident electron beam and 
rr-l,~ , ... ~ 
.~ 
diffracted beams which causes a sharpening of all fine 
details visible in the ZOLZ discs. 
3.6.2. Analytical Electron Microscopy 
Quantitative X-ray microanalysis of thin TEM specimens 
is a relatively straightforward process42 . The analytical 
electron microscope consists in its basic form of an EDS 
1 
and STEM linked to a computer, EELS and back scattered 
electron detectors are also generally present. 
The spectra obtained from the specimen provides 
elemental analysis and X-ray intensities of the elements 
pr~sent. To relate this data to specimen composition, the 
Cliff-Lorimer equation is the standard technique43 : 
CA/CB= kAB(IA/IB) 
IA and I 8 are the relative characteristic X-ray intensities 
obtained from the spectra for the elements A and B. 
Various background subtraction routines are available to 
obtain the accurate X-ray intensity of the respective 
elements. CA and c8 are the weight fractions of the 
elements A and B which are related to the X-ray intensities 
by what is termed the k-factor. 
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ZOLZ 
Fig.3. AlON [001] zone axis CBED pattern with the main 
features indicated. Inset, close up of ZOLZ with HOLZ 
lines visible. 
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The k-factor is experimentally determined from a 
material containing elements A and Bin known 
concentrations. The k-factor is composition- and 
thickness- dependant. The equation assumes that aborption 
and flourescence are negligible. • However, in many 
·materials, particularly when light element analysis is 
being undertaken, large absorption corrections are 
necessary even for extremely thin specimens. Computer 
programs are available for absorption correction 
,v,. 
calculations. The absorption correction is simply 
multiplied by the X-ray intensity to obtain the real X-ray 
intensity for the element in the area of interest. The 
specimen thickness from which the spectra was taken must be 
accurately known. This can be accomplished using two beam 
CBED patterns. 
3.6.3. Electron Energy Loss Spectrosco4Py 
,: 
Electron energy loss spectroscopy is the technique 
which analyzes the electr?~nergy 
electrons emerging from the bottom 
distribution of 
of the thin foil 42 . A 
magnetic prism spectrometer is used to characterize the 
electrons according to their energy, Fig.4. EELS is an 
extremely sensitive analytical method and is ideally suited 
for light element (C, N, O) analysis .compared to EDS. EELS 
relies on a primary event; electrons being scattered 
through small angles by inelastic interactions. EDS relies 
on a secondary event; an atom returning to its ground state 
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-from an excited state with the resultant emission of energy 
which can take place in several forms. All these forms are 
competing processes, so that the number of X-rays(one of 
the forms of energy emission) generated is low. The key to 
the success of EELS light element analysis over EDS is that 
with decreasing Z, a reduction in X-ray fluorescence yield 
occurs, ie elements with low Z do not produce many X-rays~ 
EELS spectra also contain far more data than just elemental 
composition. 
Experimentally EELS is a difficult technique to use 
and quantification is almost impossible. The specimen must 
be extremely thin and the power s'Gpply very stable. 
3.6.4. Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
44 Auger electron spectroscopy is a sensitive surface 
chemical analysis technique using the auger radiationless 
process. An electron peam, -5µm in diameter, is focused on 
the specimen surface causing ionization of the core level 
electrons in the surface atoms. The atom will attempt to 
decay to its initial state via electronic rearrangment, 
leaving the atom in a doubly ionized state. The energy 
difference between these two states is given to the ejected 
auger electron which possesses an energy characteristic of 
the parent atom. 
Auger electron energies are very small,> 2000eV, thus 
only those auger electrons within -3nm of the surface will 
escape without suffering any absorption effects. Thus, 
35 
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because of the low energies involved, AES studies are 
conducted in ultra high vacuum chambers to minimize 
attenuation of the auger electron signal. These electrons 
cause peaks in the secondary electron energy distribution 
function. An auger spectrum consists of peaks superimposed 
on the secondary electron energy distribution, usually 
plotted as d(NE)/dE versus energy, thus, from the position 
Cl • • • 
of the peaks at·characteristic energies, \~e elemental 
composition can be determined. 
A number of investigative techniques are i·deally 
/ 
·t d f AS O f th b . d th f·1· 45 sui e or E. ne o ese eing ep pro i ing , 
which gives data on elemental composition as a function of 
depth into the sample. Depth profiling is a simple 
process, where by material is sputtered off the surface of 
the sample using a beam of 5KeV Ar+ and then the surface is 
analyzed, using AES and then the process is repeated. 
Therefore, AES spectra are obtained from different depths. 
Time intervals are used rather than depth intervals because 
it is difficult to maintain a constant sputtering rate. 
Grain boundary analysis is readily accomplished using 
AES. Its sensitivity enables impurity segregation effects 
to be studied and also second phase formation. • Specimens 
are fractured insitu in the AES chamber because this 
guarantees a clean surface for analysis, Fig.5, minimizing 
the adsorption of contaminants onto the surface, which can 
produce a layer suffic~ently thick preventing detection of 
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the auger electrons from the surface of the material. This 
method for grain boundary analysis is only suitable if the 
segregants cause a weakening of the grain boundary, 
allowing intragranular fracture. Quantification of AES 
data is possible44 , however, no such quantification was 
~ 
c~rried out since only elemental analysis was required. 
I 
3.7. Aluminum Nitride Crystal Structure 
Aluminum Nitride (AlN) is a III-V semiconducting 
compound possessing a slightly distorted wurtzite crystal 
structure46147 • No other polytypes are known. The AlN 
wurtzite structure consists of two interpenetrating, 
hexagonal, close packed lattices of Al and N atoms. The Al 
and N atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated with respect to 
one another Fig.6. 
AlN exhibits the P6 3mc space group (#186), which is a 
noncentrosymmetric structure, ie, the crystal structure 
d9es not have a center of symmetry. As a result, AlN can 
exist in two forms; one in which all upward pointing 
tetrahedral sites are filled, or the second form, where all 
downward pointing tetrahedral sites are filled. The 
lattice constants for pure AlN are; a = 0.311nm, 
0 
c = 0.498nm, c/a = 1.60. These values are very sensit~ve 
to impurity content8 • AlN is related to two other 
compounds according to the periodic table, BP and sic and 
is isomorphous with GaN. 
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Fig.6. a) AlN unit cell, wurtzite structure space group 
P6 3mc. 
b) Tetrahedral coordination in the AlN structure, bond 
lengths and angles are indicated. 
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t, MATERIALS IHD IIPIRIMIHTAL TICBNIOVII 
4,1, Materials 
AlN substrates used in the microstructural 
characterization were obtained from Hitachi, NEC and 
Heraeus. The Hitachi substrates were 25x25xlmm in size, 
translucent and had been manufactured using Cao as the 
sintering additive. The NEC substrate also used Cao for 
its sintering aid and was also translucent, however, it was 
slightly larger in size, 50x50xlmm. The Heraeus substrate 
contained Y2o3 as the sintering additive, was dark grey in 
color, 15x3xlmm ·in size and had a Platinum metallization on 
one surface, Fig.7. 
Undoped AlN, \wt%, lwt% and 2wt% Y2o 3 doped AlN 
pellets were manufactured in the laboratory. Annealed 
undoped AlN pellets were used in the cooling rate study. 
Thin Au-Pt-Ti metallized film and thick Mo-Mn 
metallized film deposited on AlN substrates were obtained 
from Hitachi for the metal/ceramic interface studies. 
4.1.1. AlN Pellet Manufacture 
All pellets were manufactured using commercially 
available Tokuyama Soda AlN powder (F grade, impurities 
-lwt% oxygen, 220ppm c, 98ppm ca, 37ppm Si, lOppm Fe, 
particle size ~1µm diameter). All powder processing was 
conducted in a Braun MB 20G dry box in which the H2o < 
lOppm. This minimized the oxidation of the AlN powder. 
. . 
All pieces of equipment (bottles, spatulas and dies) had to 
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Fig.7. Commercially obtained AlN substrates used in this 
study. (No results are present in this report pertaining to 
the Pt metallization) 
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be very clean in order to prevent contamination. This was 
accomplished by acid washing. 
The undoped AlN pellet was manufactured by hot 
pressing. A small amount -log of AlN was placed in an acid 
washed graphite die (38mm I.D) which nad been sprayed with 
Boron Nitride (BN). Boron nitride acts as a lubricant to 
help in removal of the final~as pressed pellet, and to 
minimize any reaction between the die,,---afid the AlN. 
Graphite dies are used because they can withstand the high 
temperatures of the hot pressing process and their strength 
/ 
increases with increasing temperature~ The AlN was cold 
pressed at 20MPa in the dry box. 
The powder and die in this condition were then 
inserted into the Astra hot press in which the powder was 
pressed under a 20MPa load and simultaneously heated to 
1aoo0 c in a N2 atmosphere. These conditions were 
maintained for 1 hour allowing densification of the powder 
via sintering mechanisms, after which the furnace was 
swithed off and the load released. The die and pellet 
required -3 hours to cool to room temperature under flowing 
N2 • After cooling the pellet was extracted from the die. 
The hot pressed pellets manufactured by hot pressing were 
38mm in diameter and--4mm thick. In the fully dense, hot 
pressed condition, the pellets can be exposed to normal 
atmospheric conditions as a result of a decrease in the 
l 
reactivity of AlN, with respect to oxygen and water vapor. 
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4,1,2, Y2Q3 Doped AlN Pellet Manufacture 
Three Y2o3 doped AlN pellets were made with varying 
~amounts of Y2o3 , \wt%, lwt% and 2wt%. These pellets used 
the same manufacturing process and conditions as the 
undoped AlN. Two additional stages were required enabling 
the correct quantity of Y2o3 to be added to the AlN. As 
previously described, all work was carried out in- a dry box 
;; 
and all equipment was acid washed prior to use. 
The first step in production of the Y2o3 doped AlN was 
the mixing of a stock solution. The stock solution 
contains the doping agent whose concentration in the 
solution is accurately known. The solution was made by 
adding 20g Yttrium Nitrate Hexahydrate (Y(N03) 3 .6H20} to 
400ml methanol (99.9%) followed by thorough mixing. The 
stock solution was analyzed for the concentration of Y2o3 . 
This was accomplished by pipetting 10ml of stock solution 
into a platinum crucible and heating in an oven at 100°c to 
ev~porate the methanol. The crucible was finally heated to 
1000°c for 4 hours to drive of any remaining methanol and 
to remove the hydrated component leaving only Y2o3 • The 
stock solution concentration was calculated to be 0.01602g 
Y2o3 per ml. 
Using the equations:-
Mass of Undoped AlN x Dopant Concn % 
AlN Concn % 
-
-
Mass of Y203 
Required (g) I 
Mass of Y203 Required= 
Stock Solution Concn 
Quantity of Stock Solution Required\ 
for Dopant Concn (ml) 
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The appropriate volume of stock solution was added to 
the undoped AlN plus 100ml methanol (99.95%). The slurry ,. 
was mixed and thoroughly dried under a N2 atms for 6 hours 
using a rotor vapor. The doped AlN powder was cold pressed 
and hot pressed under the exact same conditions as 
previously stated. The procedure was carried out three 
tim~s to obtain the three Y2o3 doped AlN pellets • 
• 4,1,3, Annealed Undoped AlN 
The material used for the annealing and cooling rate 
study was "in-house" produced undoped AlN. The annealing 
was conducted in a Centorr high temperature furnace. The 
undoped AlN sample was enclosed in a molybdenum crucible 
and packed with as received Tokuyama Soda AlN powder to 
minimize any possible reactions with the undoped AlN 
sample. 
The furnace atmosphere was N2/5%H2 • The temperature 
was rapidly increased up to the annealing temperature 
195o0 c and then held for 18 hours. After the anneal, the 
sample was furnace cooled to room temperature in -3 hours. 
..... \·, 
The second was annealed under similar conditions. The 
annealing time was slightly longer, 21 hours at 195o0 c, 
however, the Mo crucible was removed and allowed to air 
cool to room temperature in -20 minutes. 
4.2. Experimental Techniques 
A variety of different electron microscopy techniques 
were used to enable a complete microstructural, 
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characterization and interface study to be carried out. 
AES was used extensively in the interface studies. 
~ 
\ 
. . ....... 
4.2.1. Electron Microscopy 
Initial substrate studies were conducted using the 
ETEC SEM. The bulk of this investigation was undertaken 
~~ ·- ..... / ' 
,' ' 
using TEM .. ,wh-ich.,. wa~ carried out on a number of different 
. ,_ -- .. / \ 
\ ' 
microscopes, Philip~ EM400T, Philips EM430 and Vacuum 
Generators HB-501 Field Emission Gun (FEG) dedicated STEM. 
,.. .. 
Conventional transmision electron microscopy (CTEMf, CBED 
and AEM were extensively used in all aspects of this 
investigation. 
4.2.1.1. Sample Preparation 
Bulk AlN 
Thin slices of AlN were cut from the substrates and 
pellets using a diamond saw. The slices were glued to an 
aluminum block and ground on 600 grit sic paper to 
-100-150µm (4-6 mils). These sections were mounted on 3mm 
slotted Rh/Cu TEM specimen support grids • thermal using 
'.""f'"<)\1 
setting wax. These were }'dimpled by hand • using 
\.) 
paste to 0-75µm (0-3 mils). The samples were 
conventionally thinned by ion beam thinning. 
Metallized AlN 
15µm 
then 
The metal/ceramic interface study required a 
cross-sectional sample to be produced with the thin 
diamond 
• 
electron transparent region at the interface. This proved 
to be a very difficult task, which was further complicated 
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by the different ion beam thinning rates of the various 
component materials. After trying various methods one was 
·. found which gave satisfactory, if limited results. A 3mm 
Mo rod with a 1mm wide horizontal slot cut down\ of the 
rods length, into which was placed a 20x2\xlmm metallized 
AlN substrate which was then glued using Torr Seal (vacuum 
cement). A tight fitting brass tube was slid around the 
rod and glued. This was then cross-sectioned and the 
normal TEM sample preparation procedure was carried out. 
The Mo appeared to give some protection to the metallized 
layer slowing its thinning rate. 
4.2.1.2. Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction 
All CBED analyses were conducted using the EM400T · 
operated at lOOKeV because it is the standard accelerating 
voltage used in CBED studies. The EM400 is the favored 
microscope for CBED because it allows a greater control of 
the convergence angle, enabling a wider range of disc sizes 
to form, additionally a mini-lens arrangment below the 
projection lens permits fine adjustment of the disc size. 
The double tilt cooling holder cooled the sample to -1ss0 c 
and allowed a large degree of freedom enabling a number of 
zone axes to be viewed. 
4.2.1.3. Analytical Electron Microscopy 
The EM400T equipped with a Be window and Li drifted Si 
EDS detector with a Tracor Northern TN 2000 computer 
system, operated at 120KeV in STEM mode allowed detection 
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of elements of Z > 11. The HB-501, equipped with a 
windowless Li drifted Si EDS detec.tor with a Link 10000 
computer system, operated at lOOKeV were used for AEM. The 
EM430, fitted with a windowless detector which would allow 
analysis of oxygen and nitrogen, could not be used ~ue~to 
• 
the X-ray detector collection angle being very small and 
I • 
reducing the X-ray count rate to values so low spectra 
could not be gene~ated. The HB-501 allowed high resolution 
AEM to be conducted plus oxygen and nitrogen analysis. 
-· 
The low background, single tilt specimen holder was 
used for AEM analysis in the EM400T, minimizing spurious 
X-rays and was tilted 15° towards the detector to maximize 
X-ray collection. The k-factor for Y and Al was obtained 
from a yttrium aluminum garnet single crystal, 
kAlY=l.448±3.7%. The k-factor was experimentally 
determined from 15 spectra which were obtained with the 
,r 
minimum number of counts in the smallest p_J*llc being 10,000, 
.. --- r--
for good statistics. The k-factor used on the HB-50l·were 
all obtained with respect to Al. K 1 anite (aluminosilicate) 
was used to determine the Al and o k-factor, k0A1=2.43. A 
"' 
calcium silicate sample enabled the Ca and Si k-factor to 
be obtained, thus dividing the kAlSi and kcasi values the 
k-factor for Ca and Al was obtained, kCaAl=0.64. The 
Hitachi sample was used fork-factor determination of Al 
and N, ~Al=J.40. The HB-501 produced probe sizes -2nm in 
diameter for analysis. All thickness determinations 
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necessary for AEM studies used the CBED ~,technique. I 
4,2,1.4. Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
The EM400T with a Gatan 607 EELS unit was operated at 
120KeV for th£\_,EELS analysis, unfortunately the EM430 EELS 
unit had voltage instability problems which could not be 
fixed in time. The only practical problems associated with 
the EEk study was producing samples 1:hin enough in the 
appropriate area, otherwise, the very,._low energy electrons 
~\ 
would be absorbed. 
4.2.2. Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
A Physical Electronics Auger unit was used for the 
studies. Specimens used for grain boundary analysis were 
fractured insitu and analyzed using a 5KeV incident 
electron beam. The depth profile through the thin film 
metallized layer was produced by sputtering the surface 
with 3KeV Ar+ at an incident angle of -20° with respect to 
the surface for 5 minutes and then analyzing the newly 
uncovered surface with a 5KeV electron beam. This process 
was repeated until the thin film had been removed down to 
the AlN substrate. Continued sputtering of the AlN caused 
charging and no further useful spectra could be obtained. 
The reduced sputtering voltage and low incident angle 
minimized the mixing within the metallized layer, thus 
enabling accurate composition profiles to be obtained. 
\ 
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5, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
s.1. Microstructural Investigation 
s.1.1. Second Phase Identification 
A microstructure typical of both Hitachi and NEC 
substrates is shown in Fig.a, the grain size was -lOµm. No 
evidence of second phase was visible at grain boundaries or 
triple points in CTEM mode, neither:Ca or o could be 
detected using the Philips 400T AEM. ' . XRD was carried out 
on both NEC and Hitachi substrates and ~o second phases 
were detected. These results indicated that if Ca and/or o 
were present at the grain boundaries then their 
concentrations were very low, and/or confined to within a 
few angstroms of the boundary. In order that this could be 
verified a surface sensitive analysis technique was 
employed, AES. AES was carried out on insitu intergranular 
fracture surfaces, and it revealed Ca and oat the grain 
boundaries, Fig.9. This data indicated that Ca and o were 
present; no data on concentrations or segregation profiles 
could be obtained using this technique. 
Grain boundary compositional traces were obtained 
using the high spatial resolution AEM capabilities of the 
VG HB-501 FEG dedicated STEM, which is fitted with a 
windowless EDS detector for light element analysis. The 
trace across the boundary, Fig.lo (note data points -2.Jnm 
spacing) revealed Ca, and a very high o concentration 
associated with a decrease in Al and N. Theo 
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0.5 µm 
' ' 
Fig.a. TEM image showing typical microstructure of Hitachi 
and NEC substrates, no evidence of second phase. 
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Fig.9. Auger spectrum from insitu 
of Hitachi substrate indicating Ca, the grain boundaries. 
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Fig.10. a) Grain boundary profile obtained from Hitachi 
substrate. A high o concentration is present at the grain 
boundary, Ca is also present. 
b) TEM image of grain boundary region, profile obtained · 
from arrowed area. 
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concentration appears to level of -4.Snm from the grain 
boundary. The exact shape of the o profile across the 
boundary is not clear, because the first and last data 
points were only -9.2nm from the grain boundary. An 
explanation for the observed constant o concentration may 
be because of adsorbed O on the specimen surface, or the 
concentration of O of the bulk AlN matrix. The grain 
boundary trace was not conclusive data in determining if a 
second phase was present, because Ca and oat the grain 
boundary could possibly be incorporated within the AlN 
lattice as a solid solution. 
A simple technique for imaging thin intergranular 
phases without the limitations imposed by HREM imaging is 
defocus imaging48 • The technique is based on the contrast 
. produced by a material consisting of phases having ,; 
different inner potentials. When imaged in the defocused 
condition the formation of fringes reveal the presence of a 
grain boundary phase originating at the boundary between 
the two phases. A Fresnel diffraction analysis adequately 
describes the fringe formation:-
~ ~ [Af(2n-l)X] 2 = [XAf] 2 
af·defocus in Angstroms, X electron wave length 
This technique was applied to the NEC and Hitachi 
substrates, revealing the presence of a thin intergrapular 
second phase -o.snm thick, Fig.11. 
• I 
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Fig.11. TEM images from grain boundary region: 
a) overfocus, b) focus, c) underfocus, these defocussed 
imaging conditions indicate a second phase to be present at 
the grain boundaries in the Hitachi substrate. 
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Simple SAED techniques were used to dete1mine the 
structure and chemical composition of the phase. Inclined 
grain boundaries were used, because in an inclined 
orientation with respect to the beam a maximum surface area 
\ 
) 
of second phase material would be enclosed within the SA 
aperture. The presence of extra spots in the diffraction 
pattern, obtained from across the grain boundary were due 
to the presence of a second phase. The extra spots were 
used to image the intergranular thin film; Fig.12. 
Diffraction pattern analysis indicated the phase to be a 
calcium aluminate, 3Ca0.Al2o3 , possessing a monoclinic 
structure. Another diffraction pattern was unable to be 
0 
indexed as 3Ca0.Al2o3 , which may indicate the presence of 
different calcium aluminate phases, or some other phase at 
. the grain boundary. The morphology of the calcium 
aluminate phase indicates that it wets the grain boundaries 
of AlN. 
Previous work has reported Ca0.6Al 2o3 and Ca0.2Al2o3 
t th I b d I 49,50 a e grain oun aries . However, the amount of Cao 
added was 3-5wt%; more importantly, no heat treatment was 
carried out to deliberately remove the second phase calcium 
J. 
aluminate. Calcium is known to be volatile and vaporize 
from AlN, it also accelerates the weight loss of Al2o3 
particularly in none N atmospheres51 • A possible mechanism 
for the mass loss of Al2o3 is· the formation of a volatile 
Ca-Al-0 species, in which far greater amounts of Al2o3 are 
55. 
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C d e 
Fig.12. TEM image of second phase in Hitachi substrate: 
a) BF of grain bo4ndary. 
b) Second phase film at grain boundary imaged using extra 
spots ·in (d) • 
c) SAED [1101] zone axis from left side ,of boundary. 
d) SAED from adross boundary, large number of extra spots 
associated with second phase, indexed as being (011] 
monoclinic 3Ca0.Al2 o3 • 
e) SAED (1210] zone axis from right side of boundary . 
• 
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removed compared to Cao. This causes the concentration of 
Cao to surpass that of Al2o3 , forming a cao rich calcium 
aluminate,. as seen in the Ca0-Al2o3 phase diagram
52
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Fig.13. Thus, 3Ca0.Al2o3 is present instead of the calcium 
aluminate phases which are richer in Al 2o3 . 
The presence of the continous wetting second phase 
/ \ 
l I ,I 
around the AlN grains will be tiighly detrimental to the 
thermal conductivity for two reasons. First, the calcium 
aluminate phase will have a lower thermal conductivity than 
AlN. Second, the high o concentration close to the grain 
boundary will generate a high concentration of Al vacancies 
' 
on the Al sublattice. These two miq~ostructural changes 
act as phonon scattering sites, scattering the phonons and 
reducing the thermal conductivity. 
The AlN manufactured using Y2o3 as the sintering 
additive all contained second phases present at triple 
points, and also forming pockets at grain boundaries. 
Initial TEM and AEM analysis of the Heraeus (commercially 
produced AlN) indicated a microstructure of uniform grain 
size, -8-lOµm, Fig.14, and the presence of a second phase 
containing Al and Y. This phase contained -4swt% Y and 
-2Jwt% Al. CBED studies indicated the YAl phase to possessi 
the mJm point group and Ia3d53 space group, Fig.15. The 
combined results from these techniques indicated the YAl 
phase to be yttrium aluminum garnet, 3Y2o3 .5Al2o3 • This 
result is consistant with previous results of Yagi54 for 
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Fig.13. Ca0-AI2o3 Phase diagram(51] 
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a) [100], b) [110], c) [111] 
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3wt% Y2o3 doped AlN, and recent results of Youngman, et 
a1 55 , Toshiba56 and NEc50 , which showed the YAG phase 
appearing only in AlN with higher oxygen contents. 
Increasing oxygen content, or extended sintering time 
causes the second phase to progressively move towards the 
Y2o3 rich side of the Y2o3-Al2o3 phase diagram57 , Fig.16. 
CBED indicated the presence of another second phase, 
also at the grain boundaries, but with the Fd3m space 
group. AEM showed this phase to crintain only Al, EELS 
confirmed the presence of Al, O and N indicating the phase 
t b 1 . ·t 'd 58 . o e an a uminum oxyn1 r1 e , Fig.17. The CBED patterns 
-· ' in Fig.18, highlight the ease with which it was possible to 
differentiate between YAG and AlON phases. Further CBED 
studies on AlON showed shifts in HOLZ lines in the 000 
disc; caused by changes in lattice parameter, Fig.19. 
These variations in lattice parameter are attributed to~· 
changes in the stoichiometry of the AlON phase, because the 
AloN h f l ld I th l' 1 h d' 59 I p ase 1e in e AN-A 2o3 p ase 1agram , F1g.20, 
extends over a wide compositional range 28-36mol% AlN. The 
amount of YAG present was significantly greater than the 
AlON phase. 
The hot pressed~' 1 and 2wt%· Y2o3 doped AlN was 
examined using conventional TEM. Examination of the 2wt% 
Y2o3 showed two different second phase morphologies, 
Fig.21a & 21b, depending upon which area of the specimen 
was viewed. In this material, regions existed with 
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TEM image of AlON second phase particle at a\Jrain 
in the Heraeus material, EELS and EDS spectra 
from second phase, note no yttrium present. ,,<~~--~ 
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(b) 
CBED patterns comparing AlON and YAG second phases 
a) (100] YAG, b) (100] AlON 
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Fig.19. CBED patterns obtained from AlON second phases, 
arrows indicate the same lines in both a) and b); shift due 
to changes in lattice parameter attributed to alterations 
in stoichiometry. 
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Fig.21. TEM images of the microstructure found in 2wt% 
Y2o3 doped AlN, different second phase morpho·logies are 
eviaent and no defects are visible. 
a) YAG second phase (arrowed) showing angular morphology. 
b) New second phase (arrowed) present at triple points, 
reported as Y2o3 .2Al2o3 less angular than in (a). 
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extensive amounts of second phase with angular 
morphologies, Fig.21a. Regions also existed, in which far 
less second phase was present exhibiting a less angular 
morphology, Fig.21b. The two different second phase 
morphologies were analyzed using AEM, both showed Al and Y 
to be present. CBED analysis of the angular phase 
· indicated that it was YAG. The less angular phase 
indicated a different chemical composition, -41wt% Y and 
-25wt% Al. The light element analysis capabilities of EELS 
was used to determine if the phase contained o only, 
Y-Al-0, or o and N, Y-Al-0-~. All EELS data showed only o 
to be present, concluding that it was a Y-Al-0 phase 
previously unreported as 2Al 2o3 .Y2o3 . CBED analysis was 
torturously difficult, because of the small, thin second 
phase regions which were analyzed. CBED results from this 
phase indicated it as having the same crystal structure as 
YAG, Fig.22, compare to Fig.15. p Small amounts of AlON were 
present in this material, indicated by CBED and EDS. The\ 
and lwt% Y2o3 doped AlN exhibited only the new second phase 
morphology, Fig.23, and AlON. 
Similar defocus imaging techniques as used on the NEC . 
and Hitachi specimens, were·carried 9 out to determine if the 
second phases wetted the grain boundaries, producing a thin 
intergranular film. No intergranular phase was seen. This 
result is 
doped AlN 
signif~cant, ~ecause the grain boundaries in Y2o3 
are c~~' th;_,,..second phase dewetted the boundary 
68 
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Fig.22. a) CBED pattern from Y2o3 .2Al2o3 second phase. b) (111] zone axis CBED pattern rrom YAG. Comparison L 
between these two patterns, in particular the arrowed HOLZ 
lines, indicates the new second phase has the same crystal 
structure as YAG, Ia3d. 
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Fig.23. TEM image of typical microstructure observed in 
lwt% Yo doped AlN, only new second phase was present, no 
defecti ~re visible. 
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and pulled back into triple points, or large pockets at the 
grain boundary in which the oxygen is contained. The clean 
boundaries will enhance the thermal conductivity of AlN 
substrates. 
Undoped AlN was also characterized, the undoped, hot 
pressed sample showed a fairly uniform microstructu~, 
consisting of equiaxed grains, -4-6µm, Fig.24. 
5.1.2. Defect Analysis 
Conventional TEM of Hitachi and NEC substrate 
materials showed very few defects, with only a·small number 
of dislocations present. Because ion beam thinning is 
capable of introducing a low concentration of dislocations, 
this may account for the presence of these dislocations in 
the substrates. 
The Heraeus and "in-house" Y2o3 doped AlN showed_ a 
variety of defects, the Heraeus material showed large 
numbers of dislocations, stacking faults and other defects 
identified below as inversion boundaries, Fig.25. The 
''in-house" Y2o3 doped AlN also showed these three types of 
defects but to a lesser degree; t·he most common· defects .. 
present were the inversion boundaries, associated with 
these boundaries were dislocations, very few stacking 
faults were present in this material. No difference in 
defect concentration was evident between the different Y2o3 
dopant levels. The hot pressed undoped AlN showed a very 
high concentration of inversion boundaries, Fig.26. The 
71 
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Fig.24. TEM image of the undoped AlN microstructure, a 
large number of defects .are ·present, indicated by arrows. 
These defects are predominantly inversion boundaries. 
t 
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Fig.25. TEM images of defects in the Heraeus substrate: 
A - Inversion boundaries, B - Dislocations·, C - Stacking 
faults. 
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Fig.26. TEM images of inversion boundaries in undoped AlN. 
Three different morphologies exist: 
A - Planar, B - Curved, C - Planar/curved with a 
dislocation at the intersection of the curved and planar 
segments (shown tilted to highlight intersection). 
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two annealed undoped AlN samples showed considerable 
,. 
reduction of all defects. The stacking faults and inversion 
boundaries emanated in most cases from grain boundary 
regions; however, one particular type of inversion boundary 
' 
morphology was'present in which a planar boundary was 
joined at either end by the same curved boundary forming a· 
''domed defect", and which are self contained within the 
grain, see Fig.26. The intersection of an inversion 
boundary with a grain boundary produced a change in 
orientation of the grain boundary, Fig.27. 
The stacking faults were analyzed using standard 
fringe contrast experiments under dark field illumination. 
To determine the habit plane on which the ·s,tacking faults 
lie, g.R = o invisibility criterion experiments were 
carried out. Two different habit planes for the stacking 
faults were found, {1210} and {1100}. No observable 
differences were present, to enable easy identification of 
- . 
the two different types of stacking faults, without using 
the g.R = o invisibility criterion. The two different 
stacking fault habit planes have both been previously 
reportect60161 • Van Tendaloo, et a1 60162 , suggested that 
when the metal to non-metal ratio (M/X) in AlN decreases 
below unity non-metal ions fill adjacent nitrogen 
" 
tetrahedra which share common faces, Fig.28. To avoid 
these very short interatomic distances between non-metal 
ions, the metal ions locally rearrange their configuration 
75 
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• Fig.27. TEM image showing orientation changes of a grain 
boundary due to the intersection with an inversion 
boundary. The change in orientation is possib~y due to 
nucleation and growth processes at the boundary. 
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Fig.28. [1210] projection of a stacking fault in AlN. 
Arrows indicate ABC cubic stacking region which forms to 
maximize the inter-cation spacing in the cation sublattice. 
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from hexagonal to cubic by introducing a stacking fault in 
the metal ion configuration, Fig.28. The presence of 
stacking faults near grain boundaries may therefore be 
rationalized as being due to the removal of Al from the 
lattice to the grain boundary, especially in the presence 
of Y2o3 which reacts to form the YAG phase. As the bulk 
diffusio~ rate of Al is expected to be higher than that of 
oxygen, diffusion to the grain boundary might cause either 
a depletion of Al or an enrichment of oxygen near the grain 
boundary. The equivalent increase in non-metal ion 
concentration causes a decrease in the M/X ratio such that 
the metal ions reconfigure themselves, resulting in 
stacking faults. It is also possible that the stacking 
faults are introduced to relieve strain at the grain 
boundary. 
_., 
The inversion boundaries which have now been 
identified to exist in the AlN structure have been 
. 
previously and more generally reported as antiphase domain 
. 63 64 boundaries ' , or have been noted in other conference 
reports and publications with no further attempt at 
characterizing them. In fact, two characteristic boundary 
structures exist which can combine to form a third. Fig.26 
a.• 
shows the three types of boundaries, planar, curved and 
planar/curved with a dislocation at the intersection point. 
Characterization of these defects was conducted using CBED 
as the primary analytical technique due to its sensitivity 
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in detecting small symmetry __ ,~p~s~rµctural changes. 
Selected area diffraction, EDS and HREM were used as 
complimentary techniques~ 
\ <\ 
' . 
Initial fringe contrast experiments on the .. defects, 
Fig.29, showed ~-fringe contrast65 , this is indicative of a 
rigid body translation Rn of the lattice, with Rn~l 
interatomic spacing. A special a-boundary condition exists 
when R =1, under this condition a=~, and for this case, the n 
fringe contrast is symmetrica165 in bright field and dark 
field imaging. These contrast effects suggest that either 
the defects are Anti-phase Domain Boundaries (APB's) or 
enantiomorphic boundaries. However, enantiomorphs can only 
exist in structures where th~ space group does not cbntain 
a symmetry operation of the second sort, that is, an 
operation which does not involve an inversion or 
reflection66 ; the enantiomorph can then exist in either a 
right-handed or left-handed form. The interface between 
these two forms are enantimorphic boundaries. Space group 
for AlN possesses a mirror plane (reflection) and thus AlN 
cannot exhibit enantimorphic boundaries. CBED confirmed 
(;\ 
that the space group in close proximity to these defects 
was still P63mc. 
,, 
Antiphase domain boundaries are usually associated 
with the interface between ordered and non-ordered, and 
between two ordered(it can be the same structure) 
structures within a lattice. AlN is a non-ordered 
II 
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a b 
Fig.29. TEM BF/CDF pair of planar and curved inversion 
boundaries: 
a) Symmetrical fringe contrast is seen in the BF image. 
b) Symmetrical fringe contrast is present in the CDF image, 
the contrast is reversed with respect to the BF image. · 
Indicative of an antiphase domain boundary. 
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structure, if ordering of a particular atomic species, 
either Al, N, o or Al .vacancies, was occuring this would be 
apparent by the presence of superlattice spots in the 
diffraction pattern. Ordering also causes a decr~ase in 
the symmetry of the lattice which would be clearly visible 
in CBED patterns. These tlfo characteristic features 
associated with ordered structures were not present in the 
AlN specimens studied here. 
However, the AlN structure can exist in two forms, 
either all upwardly pointing nitrogen tetrahedra filled or 
all downwardly pointing nitrogen tetrahedra filled. A 
boundary between these two structures would be an inversion 
boundary, Fig.30. Two techniques are available for 
determining if an inversion boundary exists. The two 
regions of the crystal would be related by a 1ao0 rotation; 
this would be evide ....... 
indicated by a 1ao0 
in the 000 disc of a CBED pattern as 
otatibn of the HOLZ lines. No 
,/ 
--~- -- --~-·-
rot at ion was evident in the CBED patterns. However, it was 
later found that the orientation of the defects, ie, on the 
basal plane, with respect to the symmetry of the crystal 
were unfavorable for this techique. The second technique67 
relies on the destructive and constructive coupling 
processes which occur in a polar crystal. A strong two 
beam condition with two excited HOLZ reflections was set up 
parallel to the 0002 kikuchi bands, and tilted -10° off the 
(1210] zone axis. The coupling between the ZOLZ and HOLZ 
81 
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Fig.30. [1210) projection of inversion boundary in AlN, 
arrows indicate boundary plane. Hatched regions are 
nitrogen filled tetrahedra, note top tet~ahedra pointing 
down, bottom tetrahedra pointing up. 
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reflections, Fig.31, causes intersecting defect HOLZ lines 
-to be present in the 0002 disc. The 0002 and 0002 
reflections in a nonpolar crystal, with either of the 
reflections at the Bragg condition, are equivalent. Thus 
the coupling is constructive and the contrast of the HOLZ 
-lines in either disc is the same. The 0002 and 0002 
reflections in a polar crystal are not equivalent, and 
therefore, on moving from one two beam condition using the 
0002 to a condition using the 0002 the coupling, switches 
going from constructive to destructive, and this appears as 
a contrast reversal in the CBED pattern. Using this 
technique a contrast reversal was seen when moving across 
the defect in both planar and curved defects, Fig.32. 
This indicates that the boundaries separating the two 
crystal regions are in an antiphase relationship to one 
anothe·r with the boundary separating the two 
noncentrosymmetric forms. This result, and the a=1r, R =1 
n 
fringe contrast result, confirms that the planar and curved 
boundaries in AlN are inversion boundaries, with a rigid 
body translation of one atomic spacing associated with 
them. 
Determination of the habit planes of the planar and 
curved boundaries was also carried out using the g.R = O 
invisibility criterion as previously used for stacking 
faults. The habit plane for the planar boundary was found 
to be the basal (0001) plane, in agreement with the results 
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Fig.31. Schematic showing Tafto and Spence diffraction 
conditions for detection of inversion boundaries in polar 
crystals. Coupling occurs between ZOLZ and excited HOLZ 
reflections, and also within t,he ZOLZ. 
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Fig.32. Left) TEM · image of undoped AlN grain containing 
planar inversion boundary. 
Top Rt.) CBED pattern obtained from top portion of grain. 
Bottom Rt.) CBED pattern taken · from bottom part of grain. 
Note contrast reversal in 0002 reflection between top and 
bottom CBED patterns. 
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of Tanaka, et a1 61 • However, other more enterprative 
.... 61 
results given by Tanaka, et al do not agree with the more 
detailed analysis presented here. 
·! 
HREM was conducted and confirmed that the planar 
boundaries were lying on the basal plane. HREM indicated 
that the basal plane boundary was expanded upto 3nm in 
width, Fig.33. No additional infomation regarding the 
crystallography of the curved boundary was obtained using 
HREM. 
Tanaka et a1 61 speculated that oxygen diffused to the 
dis~ocation core present at the junction of the planar and 
curved boundaries. AEM analysis was conducted on both 
planar and curved inversion boundaries to ascertain if 
segregation of oxygert to these boundaries had occurred. 
Michael et al 68 showed that a small inclination of a-~--
boundary with respect to the beam when segregation analysis 
' 
' 
was being conducted had dramatic effects on the detection 
limits of a segregant species. Therefore, the planar 
faults analyzed were orientated parallel to the beam. A 
high oxygen concentration was present at the planar·~ 
boundary indicatative of oxygen segregation to the 
boundary. Fig.34 shows the spectrum from a planar boundary 
with a large oxygen peak, and also a spectrum obtained 
-15nm away from the boundary, showing no oxygen to be 
present. Fig.35a, shows the curved boundary which was 
analyzed: the analysis was taken at the point at which it 
. I 
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Fig.33. 
showing 
I ,. 
HREM lattice image of planar inversion 
expanded boundary region of -Jnm. 
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Fig.34. Top) STEM BF· image of analyzed planar boundary. 
Bottom) EDS spect~a from boundary(solid) and from off 
boundary(dashed), large difference in oxygen peak 
intensity. 
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Fig.35. Top) STEM BF image of analyzed curved boundary, 
arrow indicates region of curved boundary which was 
parallel to the beam. ~ 
Bottom) EDS spectra from boundary(solid) and from off 
boundary(dashed), no significant change in oxygen peak 
intensity. 
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rotated -1ao0 • The boundary will be edge on to the beam in 
this region. Fig.35b, shows the spe~tr~ taken on the curved 
- \ 
I 
boundary and also -15nm away. Some oxygen appears to be 
associated with the curved boundary: however, when compared 
to the off boundary spectrum the very small difference in 
peak height is negligible, possibly infering that a small 
amount of oxygen was uniformily distributed in the grain. 
Therefore, if segregation of oxygen did occurr to the 
curved boundaries it was significantly smaller than the 
planar boundary and not dependably measurable by the 
current analysis method: 
Therefore, inversion boundaries in AlN are of two 
distinct types: first, planar boundaries which have an 
expanded boundary region due to oxygen segregation. The~ 
segregation of oxygen is believed to pin these boundaries 
causing them to be sessile. Second curved inversion 
boundaries randomly orientated in the lattice. Oxygen 
segregation to these boundaries does not occur, allowing 
them to be mobile. The dislocation present at the 
intersection of a planar and curved boundary is expected to 
accommodate the misfit in the lattice between the expanded 
planar boundary and the AlN matrix. At present no clear 
explanation or model exists for the nucleation and growth 
of these boundaries. 
TEM observations of hot pressed, undoped, annealed AlN 
showed little or no difference in the density of inversion 
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,., bQundary·defects as a function of cooling rate. However, a 
' f 1 t . 61169 f d ·th· th t. number o po y ype grains orme w1 1n e ma rix, 
Fig.36, and these grains were easily identified by the 
striations visible within the grain {Fig.36a, arrow A). 
More quantitatively the [1210] diffraction patterns exhibit 
a characteristic increase in the number of fundamental 
diffraction spots. The polytypes in the slowly cooled 
sample were of two kinds: 33R(n=ll) and 39R(n=l3), where n 
is the number of planes between subsequent stacking faults 
in the polytype structure, and is equal to Min the M/X 
-ratio, and also the number of fundamental diffraction 
spots60 , Fig.37. However, in the rapidly cooled sample, 
five different polytypes were seen: 27R{n~9), 33R(n=ll), 
39R(n=13), 32H(n-12), and one previously unreported 
polytype possessing n=l 7, Fig. 38·. 
From the TEM a~d AEM observations, a correlation can 
.. 
be drawn between the presence of oxygen and the presence of 
inversion boundaries. The presence of oxygen is also 
-
significant in terms of its proposed effect on the boundary 
mobility. The undoped, unannealed AlN sample had the 
highest oxygen concentration because no process was used to 
remove it from the AlN grains, and this sample exhibited 
"' 
the largest inversion boundary concentration. The two 
3 
undoped, 'nnealed AlN specimens had very few inversion 
boundarie.s, and this can be explained in that annealing 
allowed sufficient time ~or diffusion of oxygen from within 
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Fig.36. a) TEM image of polytype grains .(arrowed) in 
annealed, undoped AlN. Dark grain is di-ffracting. 
b) Lattice fringes 5nm wide in polytype, inset shows 
characteristic polytype diffraction pattern indicating 39R 
polytype. 
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Fig.37. Polytype [1210] diffraction patterns from slowly 
cooled, undoped AlN. Only two polytypes present: 33R and 
39R. 
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Fig.JS. Polytype [1210] diffraction patterns from fast 
cooled, undoped AlN, five different polytypes present, 27R, 
33R, 39R, 32H and a previously unreported polytype with 
n=17. 
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the grains to the grain boundaries forming polytype 
regions, Fig.36. The diffusion of oxygen to the polytypes 
unpins the planar boundaries allowing them to become 
mobile. The diffusion anneal allows these mobile planar 
and curved·boundaries to migrate through the grain until 
they meet grain boundaries were they are destroyed. The 
entire grain is then left either with all nitrogen 
tetrahedra filled in the upwardly pointing condition or 
with all the nitrogen filling the downwardly pointing 
tetrahedra. 
• 
Specimens which had Y2o3 added as an oxygen gettering 
agent formed second phases which incorporate the oxygen 
within them; these specimens possessed a very small number 
of inversion boundaries. No difference was seen in the 
defect concentration on decreasing the amount of Y2o3 
added, from 2wt% to \wt%. It should be noted that the 
previously de~cribed experiments with undoped material, 
;' 
were carried out using the same thermal processing 
conditions as the doped material and that a considerable 
inversion boundary defect density was observed. Therefore, 
considerable reduction in defect density occurs with only a 
small (\wt%) addition of Y2 o3 • The removal of oxygen from 
the lattice and its incorporation in second phases is key 
in reducing the defect concentration. Either the addition 
of a second phase former or an annealing treatment would 
enhance the thezmal conductivity because either oxygen in 
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the lattice or the presence of cry~tallographic defects 
,would act as phonon scattering sites, decreasing the 
thermal conductivity. ,f' 
During sintering oxygen, segregates to the grain 
boundaries from the lattice. The addition of Y2o3 
obviously increases the rate at which oxygen segregates to 
the grain boundaries; without Y2o3 far greater times are 
required. As shown i·n the annealing experiments, times as 
long as 18 hours were required for oxygen segregation to 
the grain boundaries to occur. The presence of Y2o3 at the 
grain boundary increases the driving force for the 
diffusion of oxygen. This may be because addition of Y2o3 
increases the concentration of aluminum vacancies, which in 
tern could increase D0 for oxygen diffusion because the 
.Ji 
aluminum vacancies can pair up with oxygen in the lattice 
0 
and enhance its diffusion. Alternately, if the presence of 
a second phase creates a chemical potential difference for 
oxygen between the two phases, the driving force would be 
increased. If the enhanced diffusion of_ oxygen to the 
grain boundaries and its incorporation into the second. 
phase is related to the solid state defect mechanism which 
causes a depletion of oxygen at the grain boundaries which 
in tern is directly related to the aluminum vacancy 
concentration, Fig.39. In the undoped, unannealed AlN 
• • I sample the oxygen and aluminum vacancy concentrations at 
the grain boundary will be high. In these samples a large 
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Fig.39. a)Schematic showing oxygen and aluminum vacancy 
concentrations close to a gra·in boundary. 
b) Similar schematic to (a) however, a second phase is 
present at the grain boundary. A higher defect 
concentration will be encountered in (b) than in (a) 
indicating a nucleation and growth process requiring oxygen 
and/or aluminum vacancies. The aluminum vacancy 
concentration will be 2/3 the oxygen concentration in order 
that charge neutrality is maintain~d. 
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number of defects were seen emanating from the grain 
boundaries. In the Y2o3 doped material where the oxygen 
and aluminum vacancy~concentration
0
are low, few defects 
were seen emanating from the grain boundaries. A possible 
' 
nucleation proc~ss for these d~fects maybe the coalescence 
of aluminum vacancies forming inversion boundaries followed 
by diffusion of oxygen. The oxygen may be supplied to the 
,•, 
nucleation site from the grain boundary and/or the local 
lattice. The growth process may require diffusion of 
oxygen down the basal planes. 
s.2. Metallization studies 
5.2.1. Thin Film Metallization 
The thin film metallization,-comprised of gold, 
platinium and titanium was -lµm thick. A cross-section 
through the thin film/ceramic interface can be seen in 
Fig.40a. TEM and AEM investigations revealed smooth planar 
interphase interfaces with no visible grain boundary 
penetration into the ceramic substrate. A Ti-rich 
microcrysta~{ine layer -130nm thick 7Was present at the 
ceramic interface and which contained measurable amounts of 
Pt and Al, Fig.40b & c. The Au-Pt layer on top of the 
Ti-rich layer· was -900nm thick. AEM showed Ti to be 
present in both the AlN and Au-Pt layers, in close 
proximity of both these interfaces, Fig.40b &c, 
d~monstrating diffusion across both interfaces. 
AES produced a better indication of the concentration 
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Fig.40. a) Cross-sectional TEM image of AlN/Ti reaction 
layer/PtAu interfaces in thin film metallized Hitachi 
substrate. 
b) EDS spectra from Ti/PtAu interface region indicating 
diffusion of Al across Ti reaction layer. 
r 
'' I 
·, 
I 
c) EDS spectra f~om AlN/Ti interface showing only Ti and Al 
' to be present.,~ 
Mo peaks are art·ef acts due to sample preparation. 
. . 
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gradient through e deposited layers upto the 
.... \ 
metal/c~ramic interf ce, Fig.41. The microcrystalline 
Ti-rich layer was found to also contain nitrogen and 
oxygen. Nitrogen was present in the microcrystalline phase 
but not in the Au-Pt layer. The oxygen was associated with 
the Ti and was also found to have diffused into the Au-Pt 
layer. Al was observed to have diffused across the 
microcrystalline Ti-rich layer and into the Au-Pt layer. 
Pt was detected in the Ti microcrystalline phase. Ti was 
found in the AlN similar to AEM results. The leveling out 
of the Al, N, o and Ti at the metal/ceramic interface is 
believed to indicate compound formation Fig.41. 
The bonding mechanism appears to involve interdiffusion 
of species across the metal/ceramic interface, consistent 
with previous published work which indicates that Al and·N 
diffuse out of and Ti diffuses into the ceramic substrate3 • 
Diffusion, reaction and compound formation result from 
post-deposition heat treatment. 
Nicolet70 has considered the thermodynamic basis for 
reaction between thin metal films and alumina substrates; 
asimilar approach can be used to predict the nature of 
reaction products for a thin metal film/AlN substrate (,,, 
."'\ 
) 
interaction. Thermodynamic calculations based on only the ) 
Gibbs f·ree energy for the formation of the reaction 
products indicates aG298° for TiN (-78.2 kcal) is greater 
r; 
than that for AlN (-74.7 kcal), Table v. 
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Fig.41. AES composition profile across AuPt/Ti reaction 
layer/AlN ·,,·interfaces. Leveling out in the profile of Al, 
Ti and N can be seen at -400mins. This maybe a result of 
compound formation at the metal/ceramic. interface. · 
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Table V - GIBBS PREE ENERGY OP RELATIVE REACTION 
'---..... . 
PRODUCTS 
~--··' ... 
Gibbs Free Energy Reaction Products \ . 
!G298 
0 kcal 
. 
~ .. 
-74.7 AlN 
q· 
-78.2 TiN 
'"' /---. 
vi ) -13.7 TiAl 
// 
-27.3 TiA1 3 
.. / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
\ ' \1 
-397.3 Al 2o3 I 
-127.2 . Tio . 
. .,,
-119.3 Ti2o3 
-111.1 Tio2 
-115.7 Ti2o5 
- '· 
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Therefore TlN would be expected to form at the j 
Ti-metal/AlN ceramic interface. However, this wouldDresult 
./ 
in a high concentration of free elemental Al present at the 
interface which would then form Al2o3 (-397.3 kcal) if 
oxygen were present, or TiA1 3 (-27.3 kcal) if excess free 
Ti were present. The reaction layer which fotmed at the 
Ti-metal/AlN ceramic interface is believed to consist of 
TiN plus Al2o3 and TiA13 • Brow et a1 71 have studied the 
reaction of Ti containing brazes and Ti on AlN; good 
agreement~is found between the results of Brow, et al and 
those proposed in this work. 
5.2.2. Thick Film Metallization 
' 
Preliminari· SEM studies using fractured cross-sections 
--~ 
· across the Mo-Mn metalilzed/AlN interface on the Hitachi 
/ 
,..-/ 
, 
substrates found the layer to be -10-12µm thick, and was 
generally consistent with the Mo-Mn metallurgy described in 
the literature22 , 26- 29 , Fig.42 & 43. However, a surprising 
addition was a significant amount of W which was found to 
be present. These studies indicated grain bounda·ry 
strengthening of the AlN substrate at the metal/ceramic 
interface, Fig.42, shows transgranular fracture of the AlN 
at the interf~ce, whereas irttergranular fracture of the AlN 
is seen in the bulk of the ceramic. Very small inclusions 
•.. 
can be seen at the grain boundaries near the interface, 
Fig.43. TEM and AEM studies showed the reaction at the 
interface to be far more complex than either the thin film 
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Fig.42. SEM image of fztpcture surface across thick film 
metallized ~lN. Note transgranular fracture at 
metal/ceramic interface indicating grain boundary 
strengthening. 
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Fig.43. SEM images showing the structure through 
metallized layer, a columnar structure is evident 
microcrystalline Ni cap. The structure under the 
porous. Small precipitates are visible close to 
metal/ceramic interface. 
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interface reactions described above, or expected for ) 
alumina thick film reactions. Fig.44, shows a schematic 
view summarizing the observed microstructural features and 
microchemical variations through the metallized layer and 
into the ceramic. Fig.45, shows the observed metal/ceramic 
w U'. 
interface . 
~J The Mo-W layer was covered with a layer of crystalline 
Ni, whichaws covered with a cap of microcrystalline Ni, 
. 
Fig.46. It appears that the Mo and W powders sintered 
together to form a continuous upper layer; the W 
' 
concentration is somewhat higher near the Nickel interface, 
l_ and lower near the glass interface. The alumina-silicate 
glass contained appreciable amounts of Mn and K: penetrat~d 
the regions of interconnected porosity present within the 
Mo-W metallized :layer, Fig.47a (regionA);·protrusions from 
the metallization layer also extend into the glass region. 
Interpenetration of both layers was therefore extensive.· A 
J ' 
glassy region existed just below the Mo-Mn metallization, 
followed by a thin microcrystalline region adjacent to the 
AlN ceramic substrate. Crystalline regions were present in 
the gl~ss phase, Fig.4?,.a, (region B). AEM measurements 
,• 
made in region Bin Fig.47a, indicated the Al and Si peaks 
. 
to be in the ratio of -3:2. CBED measurements indicate the 
crystal structure to be orthorhombic. Knowing 
44 kAlsi=l.12 , the composition was of the phase was 
determined, and also the crystal structure was known. 
·----
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Fig.43. SEM images showing the struct~;~ through 
metallized layer, a columnar structure is evident 
• • • m1crocrystall1ne Ni cap. The structure under the 
porous. Small precipitates are visible close to 
metal/ceramic interface. 
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interface reactions described above, or ex~cted for 
' . 
alumina thick film reactions. Fig.44, shows a schematic 
view .summarizing the observed microstructural features and 
microchemical variations through the metallized layer and 
into the ceramic. Fig.45, shows the observed metal/ceramic 
interface. 
The Mo-w layer was covered with a layer of crystalline 
\ 
' 
I 
Ni, which ws covered with a.cap of microc~ystalline Ni, 
Fig. 46. It appears that, .. the Mo and W powders sintered 
together to form a continuous upper layer; the W 
concentration is somewhat higher near ~he Nickel interface, 
and lower near the glass interface. The alumina-silicate 
glass contained appreciable amounts of Mn and K: penetrated 
the regions of interconnected porosity 
·Mo-w metallized layer, Fig.47a (region 
present wi tb.,\n the 
'\ 
A); protrusions from 
the metallization layer ~lso extend into the glass region. 
Interpenetration of both layers was therefore extensive. A 
glassy region existed just below the Mo-Mn metallization, 
followed by a thin ~icrocrystalline region adjacent to the 
AlN ceramic substrate. Crystalline regions were present in 
the glass phase, Fig.47a, (region.B). AEM measurements 
made in region Bin Fig.47a, indicated the Al and Si peaks 
to be in the ratio'of -3:2. CBED measurements indicate the 
crystal structure to be orthorhombic. • Knowing 
44 kAlsi=l.12 , the composition was of the phase was 
det~rmined, and also the crys~al structure was known. 
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THICK FILM METALLIZATION- Ni Mo Mn 
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'---:...----- Mo, W SINTERED POVJDER 
/ 
GLASS, Si o2 • Al2o3 , K. 1,1n 
+ CRY S TA L L I f·J E REG IO t J S 
.,. 3AJ203.2Si02 3.2 MU~LITE 
AIN-----------------~ 
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..- t~ICROCRYSTALLlt~E 
' INTERFACE. Si 0 2 , Mn 
~GRAIN BOUNDARY 
PE t J E TR AT ION F0Rt.1S 
CRYSTALLINE PRECIPITATES 
CONTAINING Al, N, 0, Ca 
Fig. 44. Schematic c.:r-oss-section thro_ugh 
metallization on Hitachi AlN substrate. 
" 
main chemical and structural features in 
thick film 
Indicated are the 
the metallized layer. 
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Fig.45. TEM image of actual cross-section, with the 
various phases marked, arrows indicate interface between 
metal and ceramic. 
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Fig.46. TEM micrograph of interface between 
microcrystalline Ni (Ni), and crystal~_, ine Ni (Nie)' arrows 
indicate interface. m , 
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Fig.47. a) TEM image of glass frit region between Mo powde.,r 
and ceramic·. Amorphous glass phase, region (.A); and a 
crystalline phase, region (B), which was found to be 3:2 
Mullite. 
b) EDS spectra from amorphous phase region (A) showing Mn 
and K to be present in the silica ri~ glass. 
c) EDS spectra from crystalline pha~e region (B), no Mn or 
~ .present in the 3: 2 mullite phase. 
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Therefore, this material was i~entified as 3:2 mullite. 
The major bonding mechanism appears to be by grain boundary 
1t' 
penetration into the substrate, and with the formption of a 
complicated sequence of precipitates, Fig.48, along the 
/ :1 
I _.J grain boundary. The grain boundary penetration extended 
from the glass/ceramic interface region -20µm into the AlN. 
AEM studies of these precipitates using the EM400T proved 
inconclusive. The high spatial resolution, improved count 
rate and 1.8nm spot size capable on the HB-501 STEM, 
enabled AEM analysis to be conducted on the precipitates. 
) 
All precipitates were crystalline, the areas which appear 
amorphous are thin regions of AlN matrix in which a 
precipitate was present, but was blown out in the sample 
preparation process, Fig.48. A HREM image, Fig.49, of a 
~ precipitate at the grain boundary. AEM analysis of the 
precipitates showed them to have a wide range of chemical 
compositions extending from Al 2o3 to ~ompounds rich in Al 
and N with small amounts of Ca and o, Fig.SO. No Si or Mn 
was present in any of the precipitates. 
The thin microcrystal · _____ region at the glass/ceramic 
interface contains Al, Si and Mn, Fig.51. The presence of 
the manganese is believed to play a similar role in. 
metallizing AlN substrates as in metallizing high purity 
• 23 27 alumina substrates ' • Manganese was detected in the 
grain boundary penetrating phases closer to the interface, 
-111 
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0.5 µm 
a 
- ' 
b 
Fig.48. a) TEM ldicrograph showing extensive grain boundary 
penetration, originating from the metal ceramic .interface. 
b) TEM image showing precipitates(black) at the grain 
boundary, the light regions were once occupied by 
precipitates, but they have been _removed during sample 
preparation. 
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Fig.49. HREM image of precipitate(arrowed in a) at the 
grain boundary ~ith associated diffraction pattern. 
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Fig.SO. TEM micrograph from grain boundary precipitate 
region, from which AEM data on precipitate compo~itions was 
obtained. Arrowed precipitates correspond to those in 
Table VI. 
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Fig.51. a) TEM image of microcrystalline region containing 
Al, Si and Mn ir.~icated by ttle arrows at the glass/ceramic 
interface. Above the microcrystalline region is the glass 
frit and sintered Mo layer. 
b) TEM images showing different types of grain._ boundary 
penetration stemming fitom the mi~rocrystalline phase, 
• • I previously seen 1n Fig.48. 
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but was not detected at increasing penetration depths. The 
crystal structures of the precipitates were unable to be 
determined. 
• 
The adhesion between the metal layers and the ceramic 
is via a-mechanical keying of the Mo into the glass phase ( 
an\, vice versa. The Mn-rich glass also mechanically keys 
. ) 
\ __ / .£ 
itself to the AlN by grain boun~ary penetr~tion and through 
chemical bonding via precipitation. There is the 
possibility of dissolution at the AlN interface by the 
Al-Si-Mn phase, because of the __ ~solubility of transition 
metals in AlN72173 • 
The uses of AlN substrates for heat sinks requires that 
they be metallized, however, no evaluation has been carried 
' 
out as to how this metallization sequence affects the 
thertnal conductivity. It would be expected that grain~ 
boundary penetration and complete encapsulation of surface 
AlN grains by precipitation would severely affect the 
thermal conductivity behaviour. The solid state bonding 
encountered in thin film metallizations or those 
' 
metallization systems not using a glassy phase would not be 
as detrimental. 
\ 
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f, CONCLUSIONS '· 4 \ 
1. The cao doped AlN possessed a thin intergranular 
crystalline second phase -o.anm thick at the grain 
boundaries. This phase was found to be a calcium aluminate, 
3Ca0.Al2o3 . This phase was seen to wet all the AlN grain 
boundaries. 
,. 
2. The Y2o3 doped AlN exhipited two different second 
phases characterized by different morphologies and,ehemical 
. 
/ ~ 
I 
I 
composition, both possessed the same crystal structpre. 
I 
I 
j 
The phases were identified as 3Y2o3 .5Al2o3 (YAG) a~d . I 
Y2o3 .2Al2o3 . These phases did not wet the AlN grain 
boundaries. The addition of Y2o3 enhances the diffusion of 
oxygen through the lattice due to the formation of aluminum~ 
vacancies. Small quantities of the AlON phase was present 
in all Y2o3 doped AlN. 
3. AlN doped with Y2o3 instead of Cao is expected to have 
a higher thermal conductivity, because no continous second 
phase is present at the grain boundaries which would cause 
f 
phonon~scattering. 
4. Two types of inversion boundaries exist in AlN. First, 
a planar inversion boundary with its habit plane in the 
basal plane; this boundary is sessile due to segregation of 
oxygen causing expansion of the boundary. The·· second 
inversion boundary is a curved ~:)oundary with no specific 
habit plane; no segregation is seen on these boundaries, · 
<:-, 
enabling them to be mobile. The dislocation present at the 
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ff intersection of a planar and curved boundary is expected to 
accommodate the misfit in the lattice between the expanded 
fault and AlN matrix. 
5. Annealing of undoped AlN produces oxyg~n rich polytype 
• 
regions, which form during the anneal by the diffusion of 
oxygen to ·these regions. Five different polytypes were 
characterized, 27R, 33R, 39R, 32H and one previously not 
reported with n=17. 
6. Ti thin film deposited on AlN substrates produce a 
reaction layer during post-deposition.heat treatment 
presumed to be predominately TiN and TiA1 3 . This re·acti&n 
layer is responsible for the adhesion in this system. 
r . 
7. Adhesion produced during Mo-Mn thick film metallization 
is due to the mechanical keying of the sintered metallized 
layer into the glass phase, and the glass phase 
" 
mechanically keying:.--itself to the AlN by grain boundary 
penetration plus chemical bonding via precipitation. 
-· 
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